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Frasi famose sull' anticonformismo

1. Don't go where you can go. Instead, go somewhere where there's no sign of him and leave a mark. -- Ralph Waldo Emerson 2. Read something no one reads every day. Think about it, something no one else considers every day. Do something that's not as stupid as anyone would do every day. It's bad for the mind to
always be part of the union. -- Christopher Morley 3. How superior it is that you don't read the book everyone reads. -- Alice James 4. Even if I give you instructions, you can't handle me. -- Anonymous 5. It's better to fail authenticity than to succeed in imitation-- Hermann Melville 6. That your inspiration and imagination
are not turned off; He can't be a slave to intrigue. -- Vincent Van Gogh 7. Be the original version of yourself, not someone else's bad copy. Judy Garland 8. They laugh at me because I'm different. I laugh at them because they're all the same. -- Kurt Cobain 9. Almost all people are other people. Their thoughts are a quote
of someone else's opinions, passions, a parody of their presence. -- Oscar Wilde 10. Few people express equal views, as they do from the prejudices of their social circles. Even many people are not able to form such opinions. -- Albert Einstein 11. The individual has always had to struggle not to be crushed by the tribe.
If you try, he'll often be alone and sometimes scared. But no price is too high to have yourself. -- Friedrich Nietzsche 12. Those who walk behind another road leave no footprints. -- Proverb 13. When everyone thinks the same way, no one thinks too much. -- Walter Lippmann 14. Those who have thought about what a
mistake it was for centuries. -- Joseph de Maistre 15. Tags are for archives. Labels are for clothes. Labels aren't for people. -- Martina Navratilova 16. When people are free to do what they want, they often imitate each other. -- Eric Hoffer 17. The average man's views are much less stupid than they would have been if he
had thought with his head. Bertrand Russell is 18. If everyone thinks the same way, then someone doesn't think at all. -- George S. Patton 19. The idea of being sentenced to a predetermined plan scares me. -- Raymond Chandler is 20 years old. Never forget that only dead fish that follow the current are killed. --
Malcolm Muggeridge 21. The man who swims against the current knows the power. -- Woodrow Wilson 22. All of us - even the best and bravest men and women - systemat our lives taking into account what society sees as traditional order and right. -- Walt Whitman 23. If it teaches you to think the same way as higher
than thinking another way, it is to pamper a child in the safest way. -- Friedrich Nietzsche 24. Leave from time to time is transmitted in the forged path and forest. You need to find something you've never seen before. It's probably going to be a little something, but don't ignore it. -- Alexander Graham Bell 25. People who
sleep under a blanket of consmedism rest well, sleep nice eight hours, but have bad dreams. -- Mark Cirino 26. My comfort doesn't like real facts, nor creative spirits, it just loves names and traditions. -- Ralph Waldo Emerson 27. This place in my head isn't for sale and it's not for rent. -- Anonymous 28. The most harmful
phrase in language is this: It has always been so. -- Grace Hopper 29. We're all warriors in the Battle of Life, but some are bullets, others are following. -- Halil Gibran 30. Minorities are the stars of the firm; the majority, the darkness floating in it. -- Martin H. Fischer 31. He thinks with an infection, he get an idea when he's
cold. -- John Ruskin 32. Small heads are subjugated with the idea of uniformity, which is useful because thinking is given up -- Gian Domenico Romagnosi 33. Our first task is not to follow the herd of those before us, like animals. -- Lucius Anneus Seneca 34. The average man is considered a constist, misery and
disasters with a stoicism that stands in the rain. -- Colin Wilson, 35. Every generation laughs old-fashioned, but follows religious new. -- Henry David Thoreau 36. Those who do not use most of their energy from a very young age against the madness of the mass inevitably become victims of stupidity. -- Thomas Bernhard
is 37. It's not easy to find harmony when everyone says the same grade. Doug Floyd is 38. You were originally born. Don't die a copy. -- John Mitchell Mason 39. I think the reward for my comfort is that everyone loves you but yourself. -- Rita Mae Brown, 40. The man who doesn't think alone is a slave and betrays
himself and his fellow human beings. -- Robert Green Ingersoll 41. We lose three-quarters to be like other people. -- Arthur Schopenhauer 42 Constionists are people who have views they don't have. -- Roberto Gervaso 43. You're a different person who wants to be the same. And that's considered a serious disease
from my point of view. -- Paulo Coelho, 44. Life gave us two sentences: one to death and one to a predetermined pattern. Let's at least prevent the second-- Fragmentarius 45. Every society honors living constionists and dead agitators. -- Mignon McLaughlin, 46. My comfort is the monkey of harmony. -- Ralph Waldo
Emerson 47. The practice of adapting to models imposed by society destroys our hearts. -- Jedded Krishnamurti 48. Continuing to fit known patterns prevents your ability to discover something you don't know. -- Eric Allenbaugh 49. Comfort is the guardian of freedom and the enemy of development. -- Kennedy, John F.
Kennedy Normality is nothing to aspire to; Something to run from. -- Jodie Foster, 51. Our species is so miserable that those who walk the trail always throw stones at those who try to show a new way. -- Voltaire 52. The world will shoot you for your incompatibility and will not consider you. -- Ralph Waldo Emerson 53.
Half the harmony is ruined; But without it, we could be completely ruined. -- Charles Dudley Warner 54. People who live up to their own values are often happier and more successful than those who dance to music played by others. -- Miranda Kennett 55. Conventional vision serves to protect us from the painful work of
thought. -- JK Galbraith 56. Life only makes sense if you live against it. My comfort kills creativity and eventually results in destroying man. Oliviero Toscani is 57. I'm not eccentric. I'm more alive than most people. I'm an unpopular eel in a goldfish pool. -- Edith Sitwell 58. The unthinkable will to think requires the courage
to be alone, risking ridicule. Anyone can be Picasso, but everyone has the ability to stand out from the environment around them. -- Ari Kiev 59. A sound sounds more clearly out of tune. When a person creates his own world, he becomes a foreign body targeted by all laws. -- Joseph Brodsky, 60. Eligibility. This rhetoric
is the worst: the darkest and most despyed. And for many it's a system, it's really a profession: let's say it's a profession. It's a comfortable job. -- Massimo Bontempelli 61. Misfits normally travel in groups. You rarely find a maverick who goes it alone. And a woe betide that doesn't fit into dissonance within a maverick
group. -- Eric Hoffer 62. I don't want to shave my conscience for this year's fashion. -- Lillian Hellman 63. 64-year-old Leo Longanesi, I'd like something different, but it wasn't that different than I thought it might be different. Says. If the Mavericks are anything more hateless than a conformist, he is another maverick who
does not conform to the standards that dominate the dissonance. -- Bill Vaughan, 65. Audiences want to look incompatible, which means that incompatibility must be produced for the masses. -- Andy Warhol 66. Like that girl said, she terrified her boyfriend: why aren't you a maverick like everyone else? -- Giuseppe
Pontiggia 67. The consonance of incompatibility, a profession for many in Italy - Luca Bottura 68. When the bourgeois spirit declares itself incompatible, it feels saved. -- Nicolás Gómez Dávila 69. The person who wants to be a man must be a maverick. -- Emerson Ralph Waldo
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